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We have prepared high surface area, conductive, mechanically robust, responsive polyan-

iline–carbon nanotube composite films. These were produced by filtration from dilute dis-

persions of polyaniline nanofibers and single-walled carbon nanotubes. Unlike polyaniline

alone, these composites are mechanically stable, maintain large intractable surfaces and

exhibit greatly enhanced response/recovery behavior to changes in their local environ-

ment. This is illustrated by exposing the films to ammonia.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Currently there is much interest in the area of ‘wireless sensor

networks’ [1]. The concept behind such research envisages a

situation whereby the status of the real world is monitored

by large numbers of distributed sensors that continuously

feedback data which is analyzed, has the relevant information

extracted and initiates the appropriate response. Many

requirements must be fulfilled before such systems can be

realized, including low power usage, low cost and self-sustain-

ability over extended periods of time. Many chemo-/biosen-

sors are prone to degradation. They depend on responsive

materials and surfaces to interact with their chosen target

and must regularly be calibrated or replaced to compensate

for changes in their operating characteristics over time. The

development of responsive materials that are stable and con-

tinue to respond and recover after repeated exposure to a tar-

get is one of the key roles of material science in facilitating the

development of ‘‘wireless sensor networks’’.

A variety of conducting polymers have been suggested as

active, responsive components in sensors as they possess

good electrical conductivity along with low density and pro-

cessability [2]. Polyaniline (PAni) is an example of a well-
er Ltd. All rights reserved
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studied conducting polymer which has been investigated

for a diverse range of applications [3–7] including as the ac-

tive material for biological and chemical sensing applica-

tions [8–11]. PAni can be chemically (or electrochemically)

switched reversibly between two or more redox states [12].

Each state has its own distinct electrical, electrochemical

and optical characteristics.

Conductivity occurs in PAni through doping, protons at-

tach to the PAni backbone resulting in bipolaron formation,

and this enables charge transfer along the polymer. In the

presence of a base the opposite occurs, PAni deprotonates

switching rapidly to its non-conductive (dedoped) form. Typi-

cally, the conductivity of PAni is not stable over long periods

of time due to dopant leaching [13], where small molecular

dopants like HCl can dissolve in residual water and subse-

quently be lost through evaporation [14] this is especially rel-

evant in ambient environments and results in the failure of

the PAni to respond to a target. This restricts the use of PAni

for applications where extended response/recovery capabili-

ties are required.

Self-sustainability is a prerequisite if PAni is to be consid-

ered suitable as the active material in future autonomous

sensors. A report by Crowley et al. looks at stability in inkjet
.
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printed PAni nanoparticle electrodes for ammonia detection.

They report a stable response over 15 days [15]. Testing how-

ever was done using a flow injection system for aqueous

ammonia, with samples injected daily in triplicate (so a total

of 45 cycles), thus preventing PAni from drying out and avoid-

ing the problem of dopant loss through evaporation. In an-

other example, Wang et al. fabricated polyaniline resistive

sensors [10]. These sensors respond to 0.5 ppm ammonia;

however the response signal degraded noticeably over 1400 s

(23 min) of testing.

The surface to volume ratio of a material is an important

property for active sensing materials as increasing this ratio

can lead to dramatic enhancement of sensor sensitivity and

response time [16–20]. Recently, interest has developed in

the nanofiber form of polyaniline [21,22]. PAni nanofibers

are pseudo one-dimensional objects that are 30–50 nm in

diameter and up to several microns in length [16]. They com-

bine the advantages of an organic conductor with those of a

high surface area nano-material.

In addition to issues with extended response/recovery

capabilities the promise of PAni is also hampered by poor

mechanical properties [23]. PAni tends to be a brittle material

with poor ductility. Although films of PAni nanofibers can be

cast onto many substrates [22], it is not possible to produce

films which are mechanically robust enough to be free-stand-

ing. PAni nanofibers have essentially no bulk strength as they

do not bind together like the chains in a regular bulk polymer,

in fact their attraction to each other is so weak they can be

easily dispersed in slightly acidic water [24].

The main advantage of PAni nanofibers over bulk PAni is

their increased surface area, which facilitates efficient ion dif-

fusion. Any attempt at preparing PAni nanofiber composites

must ensure the nanofibers large surface area is preserved.

With this in mind a novel approach must be taken to reinforce

and extend the responsive lifetime of the PAni nanofibers,

while simultaneously retaining their high surface area. Here

we describe how this can be achieved by incorporating carbon

nanotubes.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an allotrope of carbon with a

cylindrical nanostructure that possess superlative thermal,

electrical and mechanical properties [25,26]. There has been

considerable research interest and many suggested applica-

tions for CNTs which include conductive and high-strength

composites, energy storage/conversion devices and sensors

[27,28]. Perhaps one of the most significant properties of CNTs

is their large aspect ratio, which is often greater than a thou-

sand. This anisotropy, coupled with excellent mechanical

properties, makes nanotubes especially suitable for the

mechanical reinforcement of polymers [26]. Much of the re-

search on polymer reinforcement using CNTs has focused

on taking a relatively strong material like a bulk thermoplas-

tic polymer and creating an even stronger one by adding a

small amount of CNTs as the filler [26,29]. In such composites

the weaker polymer acts as a matrix containing the stronger

reinforcing agent, namely CNTs.

CNTs have previously been combined with both bulk and

nano PAni to improve its properties for a range of applications,

including actuation and sensing [4,6,30–40]. For example,

Spinks et al. report using CNTs to improve the tensile strength

and stress loading of PAni for artificial muscles [6]. Fibers were
made by wet spinning whereby bulk PAni powder was added

to a CNT acid dispersion. The resulting composite fibers were

�100 lm in diameter. In another example, aniline can be poly-

merized in the presence of MWNTs to produce a composite

powder which, in the dedoped state, can be dissolved and cast

onto substrates [41]. Yan et al. prepared nanostructured PAni–

CNT composites from colloidal dispersions of acid functional-

ized MWNTs with PAni nanofibers [42]. The CNT–PAni nanofi-

ber composite precipitates out over time and is held together

by electrostatic interactions between the positively charged

PAni nanofibers and negatively charged MWNTs. Using this

method, the composite produced is a brittle powder. In the

only other example of a free-standing high surface area film

that the authors are aware of, CNT bucky paper films are made

and the aniline monomer is subsequently polymerized over

the CNT network to produce a PAni coating onto the CNTs

[43]. This results in a paper structure which is 70% porous –

thus ensuring a high surface area and impressive capacitance

(424 F g�1). The authors also prepared a powder composite by

dispersing MWNTs in aniline and subsequent polymerization.

This results in a nanostructured material which, while porous,

is very brittle when cast as a solid. None of the aforemen-

tioned articles however, investigated the effect of the presence

of CNTs on the responsive lifetime of PAni.

In this paper we address the two main limitations of PAni

nanofibers; namely their lack of mechanical strength and

their relatively short response/recovery lifetimes. We demon-

strate how significant improvements can be achieved using

CNTs to provide a mechanical supportive scaffold and to ex-

tend the response/recovery lifetime of PAni nanofibers.

The method we used is analogous to making CNT bucky

papers. Bucky papers are macroscopic structures of CNTs

where bundles of nanotubes are arranged in a porous mesh

held together by van der Waals interactions between neigh-

boring bundles [27]. They are of interest as they are highly

porous structures with high surface areas. CNT bucky papers

are low density, highly conductive and possess reasonable

mechanical properties. Typical conductivities lie between

100 S/m and 104 S/m, with densities in the region of 400 kg/

m3 and strengths of 5–10 MPa [27]. Previous research has used

bucky papers as a scaffold to contain bulk polymers such as

polystyrene, increasing their conductivity and mechanical

properties [44,45]. Here we report, for the first time, the prep-

aration of PAni nanofiber–CNT composite buckypapers from

stable nano-dispersions of known concentration. The result-

ing composite films are nanoporous, stable and free-standing

with average densities of 510 kg/m3. We demonstrate how,

unlike PAni alone, they display a continuous response/recov-

ery to a target gas and suggest that they may have future

application as the active component in autonomous sensors.
2. Experimental

2.1. PAni nanofiber synthesis

Aniline (BDH), HCl (Fisher Scientific), and ammonium peroxy-

disulfate (Aldrich) were used. The aniline monomer was puri-

fied by vacuum distillation before use. Purified aniline was

stored under nitrogen in a sealed container at 4 �C. Other



Fig. 1 – Photo of free-standing composite (left) PAni film

removed from filter paper (right).
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chemicals were used as received. Polyaniline nanofibers were

synthesized under ambient conditions by interfacial polymer-

ization between an aqueous and an organic layer [21]. The

aqueous layer contained hydrochloric acid (1 M HCl) as the

dopant acid and ammonium peroxydisulfate (60 mmol,

(NH4)2S2O8) as the oxidizing agent. The organic layer con-

tained purified aniline (200 mmol, C6H5NH2) dissolved in tolu-

ene. Green polyaniline appeared initially at the interface and

then migrated into the aqueous phase, after 24 h the reaction

was complete. The product was purified by centrifugation

(3000 rpm/10 min/3 cycles) and suspended as a colloid in

deionized water.

2.2. SWNT dispersions

Purified SWNTs (HiPCO) and the surfactant sodium dodecyl

sulfate (SDS) (Aldrich) were used as received. Dispersions were

prepared by adding SWNTs (0.35 mg ml�1) to solutions of so-

dium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Aldrich) in demonized water

(0.44 mg ml�1) and sonicating for 5 min using a high-power

ultrasonic tip (GEX600, 120 W, 60 kHz). To achieve a nanotube

concentration of 0.0875 mg ml�1, the initial dispersion was di-

luted twice with surfactant solution, sonicating for 1 min be-

tween steps. The diluted dispersions underwent a further

1 h sonication in a low-power ultrasonic bath followed by

5 min under the sonic tip. All dispersions were subsequently

centrifuged at 5500 rpm for 90 min to remove any large aggre-

gates. UV–vis absorption measurements were made using a

Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 UV–vis–NIR spectrometer to find

the concentration of the nanotube dispersions.

2.3. Composites

A well-known problem with PAni is that it is insoluble in al-

most all solvents (with the exception of NMP), thus making

it difficult to process. Bulk PAni particles are known to

agglomerate resulting in poor quality dispersions. A major

advantage of the nanofiber form of PAni is that it forms stable

aqueous colloidal dispersions. This can be achieved at a pH of

around 2.6 without surfactants [46].

The quality of any composite film prepared from disper-

sion is very much dependent on the quality of the starting

dispersion. It has been reported that poor nanotube disper-

sions produce weak composites, as CNTs form bundles which

slip easily over each other leading to defects [29]. Fortunately

CNTs are known to disperse well using certain amide solvents

[47] and surfactants at near neutral pHs [48]. The mechanism

for stabilization of carbon nanotubes by ionic surfactants, like

sodium dodecylsulfate, is electrostatic repulsion (as charac-

terized by the zeta potential) [49].

In order to combine CNT and PAni nanofiber dispersions

into a stable composite dispersion that does not aggregate

prematurely, the pH of the NT dispersion needs to be adjusted

using dilute hydrochloric acid. Zeta potential measurements

of CNTs dispersed in SDS, measured as a function of pH, show

zeta potential values consistent with stable dispersions at all

pH values measured [50]. Stable composite dispersions could

therefore be made at pH 2.6.

While preparing both PAni and CNT dispersions, their con-

centration, compatibility and stability had to be considered.
Concentrations were calculated using the Beer–Lambert law

(A = eCl, where A is absorbance, e the extinction coefficient,

and l the path length of the cuvette). The extinction coeffi-

cient for CNTs is well known [51]. We calculated the extinc-

tion coefficient for PAni nanofibers, in a similar manner, to

be 835 (±2) at 529 nm.

Dispersions of both the PAni wires and the SWNTs were

combined and sonicated together in a low-power ultrasonic

bath for 20 min before being vacuum filtered through a Teflon

filter paper (pore size = 0.45 lm), they were then washed with

demonized water and dried at ambient temperature for 12 h

in a vacuum oven. After drying the films were easily removed

from the filter paper. The composites contained equal masses

of PAni nanofibers and SWNTs. Reference films of only CNTs

were also prepared, along with filter paper supported films of

PAni nanofibers. The PAni nanofiber films could not be made

to be either free standing, or of a thickness >5 lm, due to

cracking, Fig. 1.

2.4. Composite characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using a

Zeiss Ultra Plus field emission scanning electron microscope.

Surface area measurements were made using the BET meth-

od on a Quantachrome Nova 4200e. Mechanical testing was

performed with a Zwick tensile tester Z100 using a 100 N load

cell with a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm min�1. For each sam-

ple, mechanical tests were made on five strips, and the mean

and standard deviation of the relevant mechanical parame-

ters calculated. The response of the materials to target gases

was recorded by measuring the current change for a fixed ap-

plied voltage, in an enclosed cell through which the gas flo-

wed at a rate of 0.4 l/min. Raman spectroscopy was carried

out using an Avalon 785 nm Raman spectrometer at 2 cm�1

resolution, 3 s per scan and 10–20 collections. A 785 nm laser

line was used as it can detect both doped and dedoped fea-

tures in PAni.

3. Results and discussion

Through controlling the volume and quality of both CNT and

PAni nanofiber dispersions used during preparation the prop-

erties of the composite films were easily controlled and repro-

duced. Film thicknesses were controlled in this manner, and

composites with thicknesses ranging from 17 lm to 69 lm

were prepared (all diameters were kept constant at 47 mm,
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Fig. 1). The density of the films was measured and found to

have an average value of 510 kg/m3. They are extremely por-

ous and contain 67% free volume. The CNTs act as a scaffold

to reinforce the mechanical integrity of PAni nanofiber mac-

rostructure, enabling films to be handled and cut with ease.

Similar films of PAni nanofibers alone could not be prepared

as once PAni fibers dry the film becomes extremely brittle,

cracks and crumbles back into a powder if removed from

the filter paper support, Fig. 1. Above a ratio of 50% PAni the

films were no longer mechanically stable and so this mass

fraction was chosen for detailed study. In order to have some

comparable reference material, PAni nanofiber films, of vari-

ous thicknesses, were prepared by filtration onto PVDF filter

papers. As thicker PAni films crack, films with a thickness of

100 nm to 3.3 lm were prepared. It was not possible to peel

these from the filter paper, and so they were tested while sup-

ported. A free standing CNT only film was also prepared.

Electron microscopy images of a CNT only film, a sup-

ported film of PAni, and a composite film are shown in
Fig. 2 – FESEM of (A) CNT buckypaper, (B) PAni nanofibers

and (C) surface of composite material.
Fig. 2. In Fig 2A the CNTs are porously arranged in bundles

with diameters of �10 nm. In Fig. 2B the PAni nanofibers are

tangled together, their diameters ranging from 30 to 50 nm

(see inset). The structure of the composite (Fig. 2C) shows

clearly its porous nature. The thinner web-like tubes that ap-

pear slightly brighter (due to their higher conductivity) are the

CNTs, the thicker fibers spread homogeneously among them

are the PAni nanofibers. The surface area of the composite

film, measured by the BET method was determined to be

371 m2/g. Kaner and co-workers measured the surface area

of PAni nanofibers alone to be 41.2 m2/g [16]. We can assume

that the increased value for the composite is due to the highly

porous arrangement of the CNTs. CNT bucky papers have

been reported to have surface areas up to 470 m2/g [52].

Tensile tests were carried out on the free-standing films,

and their mechanical properties were found to be slightly im-

proved by the presence of the PAni nanofibers (Table 1). The

Young’s modulus (or stiffness) of the composite was �2 GPa,

almost double that of the CNT only film. The strength of

CNT–PAni films was also found to be greater than those of

the CNT only films, at 9.9 MPa and 6.4 MPa, respectively. The

mechanical properties of reference PAni films however could

not be measured due to their extreme brittleness. The in-

crease in the mechanical properties of the composite films

may seem surprising as the PAni fibers themselves show no

mechanical integrity in film form. It may however be a result

of the difference in densities between the two types of film.

The density of the CNT film is 380 kg/m3 whereas the com-

posite film is denser at 510 kg/m3. This higher density may

enable an increased number of physical crosslinks within

the composite which has been show previously to contribute

to improved mechanical properties [27].

As PAni is known to be a highly responsive active material,

films were subsequently exposed to a range of target gases

and the resulting change in their conductivity recorded.

Fig. 3 shows the response of PAni–CNT composites to

100 ppm hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide and ammonia, in

terms of change in conductivity relative to original conductiv-

ity (Dr/r0%). Reference films of PAni and CNTs were also

tested for comparison.

Of all the targets tested, the composite responds most

strongly to NH3 with a relative change in conductivity (Dr/

r0) of 29% when exposed to 100 ppm NH3. This compares well

with other PAni composite responses for ammonia found in

the literature e.g., 18% DR/R0 [53] or an optical transmittance

change 5% [54]. A much higher DR/R0 response of 400% to

NH3 has also been reported [55] but this study failed to dem-

onstrate a steady-state signal recovery behavior during ex-

tended testing.

The sensing performance of composite films may be

attributed to a combination of electrical resistance changes

due to doping/dedoping of the PAni, and to a lesser extent

charge transfer between the electron-donating NH3 and the

SWNTs. As the composite is comprised of 50% w/w PAni

nanofibers, with the rest being CNTs, the response is less

than that of the supported PAni only film. The decrease in

sensitivity compared to the PAni only film may be due to

the smaller amount of PAni present in composite films of

equivalent scale, and the mixed PAni–CNT conduction

mechanisms.
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Table 1 – Mechanical properties of PAni–CNT composites, in comparison to CNT buckypapers.

Young’s modulus (GPa) Strength at break (MPa) Strain at break Toughness (kJ/m3)

CNT 1.1 ± 0.2 6.4 ± 1.8 0.006 ± 0.001 20 ± 9
Composite 1.9 ± 0.7 9.9 ± 3.4 0.006 ± 0.002 50 ± 25
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The CNT-only films register the lowest response in all

cases. Gas sensors based on pristine SWNTs usually display

poor sensitivity due to the lack of a specific mode of interac-

tion between SWNTs and the target analyte [37]. Functionali-

zation or defects on CNTs can contribute to improved sensing

abilities; however the SWNTs used in this study are unfunc-

tionalized and relatively defect free.

As the composite responds most strongly to ammonia

(Fig. 3), its response/recovery behavior for this target was

investigated further. Ammonia (NH3) is found throughout the

natural environment in the air, soil, water, and also in plants

and animals including humans. High levels of NH3 can result

in irritation to the skin, eyes, and respiratory tracts of humans.

Exposure to 300 ppm is immediately dangerous to both life and

health. Ammonia is also flammable at concentrations of

approximately 15–28% by volume in air. An acceptable 8 h

exposure limit at 25 ppm and a short-term (15 min) exposure

level at 35 ppm by volume has been set as the threshold limit

value for NH3 [56].

In order to investigate the composite’s ability to respond

and recover after repeated exposure to ammonia, the com-

posite was exposed to alternate flows of 10 ppm NH3 and air

(Fig. 4) for an extended amount of time. NH3 is a basic gas

and therefore acts to dedope the composite causing a drop

in conductivity; samples were purged with air to re-establish

the baseline conductivity. For comparison, a carbon nanotube

only film (Fig. SI3) and a selection of supported films of PAni

nanofibers were treated in an identical manner. Data for the

1 lm and the 3.3 lm thick film, which showed the most signif-

icant and lasting response, is shown in Fig. 4. The carbon

nanotube film, the least sensitive from initial tests in Fig. 3

registered a very low Dr/r0 value of 0.17%. This allows us to

attribute the response of the composite to the PAni nanofi-

bers. In the case of the composite, the magnitude of response,

Dr/r0, was steady at 6%. This value is less than the 35% re-

sponse of a 3.3 lm PAni film. The main point to note is that

the composite responds and recovers steadily over the entire
testing period of 18 days (41 h total testing time), with no ob-

servable degradation. The composite was not heated or trea-

ted in anyway and was stored in an ambient environment

between tests.

In contrast, the response of the 3.3 lm PAni-only film

quickly degrades from 35% on day one to 14% on day two,

ceasing to respond by day three (total responsive lifetime

was <7 h). Even more dramatic response degradation was ob-

served for the 1 lm PAni film, which stopped responding after

just 4 h, Fig. 4.

The effect of thickness on composite response was also

investigated (Fig. SI1). Samples of various thicknesses (17–

69 lm) were exposed to 10 ppm of NH3, followed by air for

20 min intervals over 3 h. All films showed a steady response

and recovery. The magnitude of all composite responses was

reasonably similar measuring between 5% and 9%. This is in

good agreement with work done by Virji et al. on PAni nano-

fiber thin films, where they report response to be thickness

independent [18].

The initial response of the films in Fig. 4 is to be expected

as cycled exposure to ammonia gas and air causes PAni to

switch reversibly between a doped emeraldine salt form,

and a dedoped emeraldine base form, the chemical structure

of each is shown in Fig. SI2. This doping/dedoping is accom-

panied by a change in conductivity. In its conductive form

PAni is protonated, which affects conjugation along the poly-

mer backbone resulting in two positive charges per monomer

unit (hence bipolaron formation). In this state charge transfer

can occur along the polymer chain. Upon exposure to a base,

such as ammonia, the PAni is deprotonated. Charge transfer

can no longer occur and PAni is therefore insulating. This ef-

fect is reversible and PAni can switch easily between its doped

and dedoped form, depending on its immediate environment.

Short term redox stability is however a limitation for unmod-

ified PAni [57], and in Fig. 4 we see that our PAni nanofiber

films cease to respond after less than 8 h of testing.

As the doping/dedoping of PAni is also accompanied by a

change in the optical properties of the material, the redox

state of the PAni nanofibers in both the composite and the

supported PAni films after testing was monitored using Ra-

man spectroscopy [58]. In Fig. 5A PAni dispersions have been

exposed to acidic and basic environments to illustrate their

characteristic spectra in each state. In low pH environments,

the polymer exists in the doped, conductive state with signa-

ture bands present between 1300 and 1400 cm�1 and 1500–

1550 cm�1. Increasing the pH, for example using KOH, causes

a change in the bonding structure of the material and a strong

peak at 1400–1500 cm�1 emerges, while those previously

mentioned for the doped state disappear. In particular, peaks

at 1340 cm�1 can be assigned to a C–N�+ polaron stretch [33,59]

and peaks at �1460 cm�1 are characteristic of C@N quinoid

groups.
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The Raman spectra for a pristine PAni nanofiber film shows

the material to be in an intermediate state between fully

doped and dedoped prior to testing, Fig. 5C. Spectra of the PAni

films after testing however show that the material is com-

pletely dedoped, reflected by a clear peak at 1460 cm�1. This

is to be expected as the film had completely stopped ceased

responding to ammonia.

The PAni–CNT composites were also examined both after

forced doping/dedoping (using concentrated HCl and KOH,

respectively), and also after prolonged exposure to cycled

ammonia/air (same sample as in Fig. 4). Spectra for the forc-

ibly doped/dedoped composites show characteristic bands for

the respective states. The composite after 18 days of ammo-

nia exposure however does not show a dedoped band and is

still responsive to the target gas (Fig. 5). No peak is present
at 1460 cm�1 suggesting that the PAni component of the com-

posite has remained in its doped state (Fig. 5B). Therefore, we

can say that by introducing CNTs to a PAni nanofiber film it is

possible to improve the response/recovery lifetime of PAni,

making it is less likely to transition fully into the dedoped

state.

The mechanism by which CNTs extend the switching life-

time of PAni is not fully understood. CNTs are known to be

good electron acceptors; conversely PAni is known to be a

good electron donor. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that

CNTs and PAni should interact favorably together. In fact it

has been reported that CNTs can act as PAni dopants, inter-

acting with both N–H bonding and also quinoid rings on the

PAni backbone to increase PAni conductivity [60]. Site-selec-

tive interactions between the quinoid ring on the PAni
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backbone and MWNTs have been reported to facilitate charge

transfer between the two components [31]. Where PAni is HCl

doped the CNTs actually compete with Cl� dopant ions, sug-

gesting that CNTs interactions are the more favored. CNTs are

also a large surface area one-dimensional conductors and it is

feasible that they may provide an electron transfer path be-

tween PAni nanofibers. Due to their limited size, molecular

dopants such as HCl are unable to facilitate electron mobility

in a similar manner.

4. Conclusion

Due to their responsive nature and high surface area, much

research has been done on PAni nanofibers for sensing appli-

cations. We have demonstrated a method whereby CNTs can

be used to extend the response/recovery lifetime of PAni in its

nanofiber form as a porous free-standing film. The composite

films have improved mechanical and electrical properties

when compared with PAni nanofibers alone. Investigation of

composite lifetime shows significantly improved perfor-

mance. The mechanism by which the lifetime of the PAni is

extended is not yet fully clear, but appears to be related to

the fact that CNTs can act as a dopant for the polymer. Fur-

ther studies are required to fully understand the exact inter-

action mechanism between the two nanomaterials. It is

envisaged that the composite material described should be

useful for application in autonomous sensor devices.
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